
THE HIJACK EXPRESS
Written by Justin Alexander

20-MINUTE SCENARIO
This scenario for Over the Edge is designed to 
be run in 20 minutes as an ultra-fast introduc-
tion to the game or as a fun micro-game for 
any occasion.

If you want to give the scenario a little more 
room to breathe, you can expand it to a 
30-minute scenario by playing out the mission 
briefing and/or the team’s survey of the site.

Either way, give the group some time after the 
Mission Briefing to brainstorm their plan.

MISSION BRIEFING
You are working as a Cloak – a secret agent 
in the service of one of the many conspiracies 
crawling over the surface of the Edge. Perhaps 
you serve many masters. Whatever the case 
may be, you have received a mission from 
the Order of the Inverted Compass: A clock-
work capsule that slips into your ear, plays a 
mechanically recorded message (like a music 
box; any digital medium would be insecure), 
and then vaporizes (which creates a weird, 
ticklish, buzzing sensation in your ear canal 
and which you have been assured will prob-
ably not give you cancer).

At 2pm sharp today, a semi-truck belonging 
to the InMech Corporation will drive west 
down the Boulevard de Lis in the Flowers 
District. Hijack the truck by any means 
necessary and deliver its cargo to Dropoff 
Alpha B21 Blackjack.

You know that the Flower District on the west 
side of the Edge is pretty vanilla: Lot of burgers 
(newcomers) find it comfortingly normal. A 
little poking around identifies the Boulevard 
de Lis as lying north of the Plaza of Flowers: 
It’s one block long, lined on both sides by 
three-storey tall brownstones, and terminates 
in a T-intersection on both ends.

BOULEVARD DE LIS
At 2 PM sharp, an interdimensional portal opens at the east 
end of the block. The truck drives out of the portal, down 
the length of the Boulevard de Lis, and (if it is not stopped) 
through a second interdimensional portal that opens at the 
opposite end of the block.

THE TRUCK

 A The InMech Corporation logo is blazoned across both 
sides of the trailer.

 A The cab windows are so heavily tinted that you can’t 
see inside.

 A The truck is driven remotely: A robotic lump sits in the 
seat, with a camera on a tripod jutting up and swiv-
eling around.

THE BACK OF THE TRUCK

 A There’s a big padlock securing the back of the truck. 
(Difficulty 1)

 A Inside the back of the truck is a cryogenic coffin 
containing the offspring of one of the Roswell aliens. 
You can see her through the window on the top of the 
coffin: She’s wearing a “Britney Bitch” Britney Spears 
t-shirt from 2007. (She’s the cargo, in case that wasn’t 
clear.)

HIJACKING

 A Whatever plan the PCs come up with to hijack or stop 
the truck is probably Difficulty 2.

 A The truck defends itself by popping a laser gun on a 
waldo-like extension out of a concealed compartment 
from the side of the cab (just above the rear view 
mirrors). Difficulty 3 to avoid getting shot, but only 
Difficulty 1 to knock it out of action. 
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